Introduction {#bhx223s1}
============

The human cerebral cortex is composed of 2 distinct (left and right) hemispheres, each of which may exhibit bilateral asymmetry in structure and/or function. The typical example of this phenomenon is language lateralization to the left, or "dominant," hemisphere ([@bhx223C68]; [@bhx223C14]; [@bhx223C33]; [@bhx223C75]). The right hemisphere is considered the "non-dominant" hemisphere, and its assigned functions are not yet fully understood.

In our series of studies ([@bhx223C52]), we have consistently shown that, in the adult brain, proprioceptive (kinesthetic) processing of muscle spindle afferent inputs, which generate somatic sensation (kinesthetic illusion) of right-hand flexion, activates inferior frontoparietal cortical regions (especially cytoarchitectonic areas 44, PFt, PF, and PFm) in a right-side dominant manner, in addition to the cerebrocerebellar motor network. These frontoparietal regions are likely connected by the inferior branch of the superior longitudinal fasciculus tract (SLF III) ([@bhx223C2]; [@bhx223C46]). Unlike the cerebrocerebellar motor network, the exact roles of the right inferior frontoparietal cortical regions during proprioceptive illusion are not well known, although neuroimaging findings show high consistency with motor and bodily awareness deficits following right-hemispheric damage ([@bhx223C5]; [@bhx223C6]; [@bhx223C43]). However, a growing body of evidence indicates that right inferior frontoparietal activity is somehow associated with proprioceptive/motor awareness of limb movement ([@bhx223C19]; [@bhx223C16]; [@bhx223C2]). Specifically, the right inferior parietal lobule (IPL) is likely an important node capable of accessing the brain network associated with proprioceptive/motor awareness of limb movement ([@bhx223C19]). Despite evidence obtained from the adult brain, then manner in which the human brain develops the right-dominance of the inferior frontoparietal cortical regions during proprioceptive illusion accompanied by bodily awareness is unknown.

In general, the development of left-lateralized functions (mainly language) is relatively well-documented ([@bhx223C34], [@bhx223C35]; [@bhx223C4]; [@bhx223C69], [@bhx223C71], [@bhx223C70]). However, studies addressing the development of right-lateralized functions are as yet limited ([@bhx223C22]; [@bhx223C48]). [@bhx223C22] have shown that the right-hemispheric lateralization of visuospatial (visual search) functions likely progresses through childhood and adolescence (from 8 to 15 years). However, when we consider the data carefully, the majority (8 out of 9) of adolescents aged 12--15 years display right-lateralization, while more than half (5 out of 9) children aged 8--12 years have either left-lateralization or no lateralization (bilaterality). Thus, right-hemispheric lateralization appears to become robust at around 12--15 years of age. If the right-side dominance of the inferior frontoparietal cortices during proprioceptive illusion also develops over the same time-course, we may hypothesize that the right-hemispheric dominance observed during the illusion emerges and becomes robust during adolescence (12--15 years). Children (8--12 years) would thus have a bilateral pattern of brain activation.

If this is the case, it is important to understand how the dominance of the right-sided cortical regions emerges. It is generally conceivable that right-hemispheric lateralization is achieved by augmentation of right-side activity or suppression or the absence of substantial recruitment of its homotopic left-side activity. We further address this important issue by carefully investigating developmental changes in brain activity during illusion in adolescents and young adults when compared to children.

We studied brain activity (blood oxygenation level-dependent \[BOLD\] signal) using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) while 60 right-handed healthy children (aged 8--11 years), adolescents (aged 12--15 years), and young adults (aged 18--23 years) (20 participants per group) performed a proprioceptive illusion task. During the illusion task, we vibrated the tendons of the wrist extensor muscles of the relaxed right hand of blindfolded participants. The participants experienced the proprioceptive sensation of the flexion of the right wrist, which is elicited by the muscle spindle afferent inputs from the hand ([@bhx223C52]). We then examined when and how the human brain begins to predominantly use the right inferior frontoparietal cortical regions during proprioceptive illusion. We used cytoarchitectonic probability maps and the tract probability map for the SLF III of the human brain for the anatomical identification of the activated brain regions, and for the anatomical definition of region of interest (ROI) for area 44 (see Materials and Methods).

Materials and Methods {#bhx223s2}
=====================

Participants {#bhx223s2a}
------------

Twenty healthy right-handed children (CH; mean age, 9.6 ± 0.9 years, ranging from 8 years and 7 months to 11 years and 3 months), 20 adolescents (ADO; mean age, 13.3 ± 0.7 years, ranging from 12 years and 8 months to 15 years), and 20 young adults (AD; mean age, 20.9 ± 1.4 years, ranging from 18 years and 10 months to 23 years and 7 months) participated in the study. Each group (CH, ADO, or AD) consisted of 10 male and 10 female participants. The participants' right-handedness was confirmed using the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory ([@bhx223C58]). No participant had a history of neurological or psychiatric disorder. The protocol used for this study was approved by the ethics committees of the University of Fukui and the National Institute of Information and Communications Technology. We explained the details of the study to the participants before the start of the experiment. All participants then provided written informed consent. We also obtained written informed consent from the legal guardians of the children and adolescents. The experiment was carried out following the principles and guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki (1975).

Proprioceptive Illusion Task {#bhx223s2b}
----------------------------

Before we started the fMRI experiment, we provided the participants with instructions. The participants experienced the illusion task outside the scanner, so that they were familiar with the task before they entered the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) room. The participants subsequently lay in the MRI scanner. At this time, their heads were immobilized using sponge cushions and their ears were plugged. We asked the participants to relax their entire body without producing unnecessary movements and to think only of things relevant to the tasks assigned.

In the task, the participants closed their eyes and relaxed their limbs. Both the left and right arms of the participants were naturally semipronated and extended in front of them. The participants' right hands were fixed onto a wooden apparatus using a hook-and-loop fastener (Fig. [1](#bhx223F1){ref-type="fig"}*A*), flexed at a 30° angle, and relaxed in this position (Fig. [1](#bhx223F1){ref-type="fig"}*A*).

![Experimental setup (*A*) and mean maximum illusory flexion angles reported by the participants in each group (*B*). (*A*) During the vibration, the participants flexed their right wrists at a 30° angle and relaxed in this position. When evaluating the maximum illusory angle after an experimental run, we measured the angle as a change from the original (30° flexion) position. (*B*) No significant group differences were observed. Bars indicate standard errors of means across participants. CH, child group; ADO, adolescent group; AD, adult group; y.o., years old.](bhx223f01){#bhx223F1}

Each participant completed 1 experimental run of this task. Of the case, 1 run was composed of 6 tendon-vibration epochs, each of which lasted for 15 s. During each epoch, we vibrated the tendon of the extensor carpi ulnaris muscle of the right wrist (Fig. [1](#bhx223F1){ref-type="fig"}*A*), which elicited an illusory flexion of the stationary right hand ([@bhx223C55], [@bhx223C56], [@bhx223C54], [@bhx223C51], [@bhx223C52]). This illusion is elicited because the tendon-vibration excites the muscle spindle afferent fibers ([@bhx223C28]; [@bhx223C63]; [@bhx223C64]), and the brain receives and processes the proprioceptive (kinesthetic) inputs.

The tendon-vibration epochs were separated by 15-s baseline periods. During these periods, we vibrated the skin surface over a nearby bone (i.e., the processus styloideus ulnae of the hand just beside the tendon) using the same stimulus. Based on our series of studies, we know that this bone-vibration stimulus mainly elicits vibration sensations without generating any reliable (vivid and substantial) illusions. However, it is also true that the bone-vibration sometimes causes weak (unsubstantial) illusions probably owing to the spread of vibration from the bone to the surrounding wrist muscles ([@bhx223C55]). The participants usually have difficulty determining the directions of movement of these weak illusions. The bone-vibration stimuli are thus good controls for the tendon-vibration illusion, as they controls for attention to the vibrated hand, monitoring of possible illusory movements during the vibration, and the effects of the cutaneous afferent inputs from the vibrated skin around the wrist. Each run also included a 15-s period before the start of the first epoch and another 15-s period after the end of the last epoch. We performed the bone-vibration during these periods so that the stimulus was applied during all baseline periods. By examining the increase in brain activity during the tendon-vibration epochs comparing it to the baseline periods, we were able to evaluate the effect purely associated with the proprioceptive processing of muscle spindle afferent inputs, which generates the somatic sensation (kinesthetic illusion) of right wrist flexion by eliminating the effect of cutaneous vibro-tactile processing. Thus, we may consider brain activity identified in this manner as illusion-related activity not merely explained by attentional factors (see above).

We used a non-magnetic vibrator (110 Hz; Illusor; Umihira Ltd.; Kyoto, Japan; Fig. [1](#bhx223F1){ref-type="fig"}*A*) driven by constant air pressure provided by an air compressor ([@bhx223C2]). We used vibration stimuli with amplitudes of approximately 3.5 mm. The contact surface on the skin was approximately 1 cm^2^. One experimenter (EN) operated the vibrator by manually applying it to the skin using light pressure. Computer-generated visual cues were displayed to the experimenter to instruct him regarding the timing of the tendon and bone vibrations. The blindfolded participants were unable to see these cues.

During the task, we asked the participants to be aware of movement sensations from the vibrated hand (during both tendon-vibration and bone-vibration). This task was thus a purely somatic perception (proprioceptive awareness) task wherein the blindfolded participants were aware of the change in hand posture. After the experimental run, we asked the participants whether they felt the illusion during the tendon-vibration and the bone-vibration. To verify that the participants in fact experienced the substantial proprioceptive illusion of right-hand flexion during the tendon-vibration task, we asked them to remember the maximum illusory flexion angle experienced during the run and to indicate the maximum angle after the run. In the scanner, we showed the participants a protractor on which a hand-shape indicator was mounted. This indicator was first set at the 30° flexion (original) position, which corresponded to the actual position of the participants' relaxed hands (Fig. [1](#bhx223F1){ref-type="fig"}*A*). From this position, we began flexing the indicator. When the participants believed that the indicator had reached the maximum illusory angle that they experienced, they were asked to say "stop." We measured this angle as a change from the original position. We calculated mean maximum illusory angle for all participants in each group. We performed a 1-way analysis of variance (ANOVA; age groups: CH, ADO, and AD \[3\]) for statistical analysis.

fMRI Data Acquisition {#bhx223s2c}
---------------------

Functional images were acquired using T2\*-weighted gradient-echo echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequences obtained using a 3-Tesla MRI machine (Discovery MR750; GE Healthcare; Milwaukee, WI) and a 32-channel array coil. We collected 82 volumes in total. Each volume consisted of 40 slices acquired in ascending order. The slices were 3.5 mm thick and had 0.5-mm gaps. We thus covered the entire brain. The time interval between 2 successive acquisitions from the same slice (TR) was 2500 ms. We used an echo time (TE) of 30 ms and a flip angle (FA) of 83°. The field of view (FOV) was 192 × 192 mm, and the matrix size was 64 × 64. Eventually, we had voxel dimensions of 3 × 3 × 3.5 mm in the *x-*, *y-*, and *z*-axes.

Imaging Data Analysis {#bhx223s2d}
---------------------

### Pre-processing {#bhx223s2d_1}

The first 4 volumes of each fMRI run were discarded because of unsteady magnetization. Imaging data were analyzed using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM8; The Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK) implemented in Matlab (Mathworks, Sherborn, MA). Initially, EPI images were realigned to the first image and then to the mean image. All participants had less than 3 mm of maximum (cut-off) motion in every plane (*x*, *y*, *z*) during the fMRI run. In the CH group, average displacement within the run was 0.08 mm (ranging from 0.01 to 0.29 mm), 0.13 mm (0.02--0.94 mm), and 0.33 mm (0.03--1.52 mm) in *x*-, *y*-, and *z*-axis direction, respectively. These values were 0.05 mm (0.01--0.19 mm), 0.11 mm (0.02--0.86 mm), and 0.20 mm (0.03--1.82 mm) in the ADO group, and 0.04 mm (0.01--0.18 mm), 0.08 mm (0.02--0.33 mm), and 0.09 mm (0.02--1.25 mm) in the AD group. Thus, no data were excluded from the following analysis. The realigned images were normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space ([@bhx223C21]). By comparing functional activation foci in children and adults within a common stereotaxic space, [@bhx223C38] provided an empirical validation of normalization for analysis of fMRI data obtained from school-aged children. Finally, the spatially normalized functional images were filtered using a Gaussian kernel with a full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of 4 mm in the *x-*, *y-*, and *z*-axes.

Analysis of Illusion-related Activity in Each Group {#bhx223s2e}
---------------------------------------------------

After pre-processing, we evaluated illusion-related activity using a general linear model (GLM; [@bhx223C24]; [@bhx223C76]) for each participant. The design matrix contained a boxcar function for the tendon-vibration (illusion) epoch, which was convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function. To correct for residual motion-related variance after realignment, the 6 realignment parameters were also included in the design matrix as regressors of no interest. We first constructed an appropriate contrast image to examine brain regions showing illusion-related activity (tendon-vibration vs. bone-vibration \[baseline\]). We used this individual image in the following analyses in the present study. To accommodate inter-participant variability, the contrast images from all participants were entered into a second-level random effects group analysis ([@bhx223C36]). A one-sample *t*-test was then performed. This was done for each group separately. In the second-level analyses, we first generated a voxel-cluster image using an uncorrected voxel-wise threshold of *P* \< 0.005 in each group. For statistical inference, we used a threshold of *P* \< 0.05 at the cluster level after correction for multiple comparisons using the family-wise error rate (FWE) in the whole brain space. We adopted this threshold because it was used in a relevant previous study ([@bhx223C23]) and we wanted to compare our results to those of previous studies. We consistently used this threshold in the subsequent analyses in the present study, except for the right-dominant area 44 activity (see below). We referred to the cytoarchitectonic probability maps in the MNI standard brain of the SPM anatomy toolbox v1.8 ([@bhx223C20]) for anatomical identification of the activated brain regions.

Evaluation of Hemispheric Dominance in Each Group (Flip Analysis) {#bhx223s2f}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

We examined hemispheric dominance in the illusion-related activity by adopting an approach employed by [@bhx223C66]. In this analysis, during pre-processing, the original EPI images for each participant were first flipped across the midline to generate left-right reversed images (flipped EPI images). These flipped images were then realigned and normalized to the MNI space ([@bhx223C21]). Thus, the right (left) hemisphere was transformed in the best-fitting manner to the left (right) hemisphere. Finally, the normalized images were spatially smoothed using a 4-mm FWHM isotropic Gaussian kernel in the *x-*, *y-*, and *z*-axes.

For each participant, in addition to the original GLM built for the analysis of the original EPI images (see above), we also constructed a second GLM for the flipped EPI images. For images obtained during the illusion, we generated 2 contrast images showing illusion-related activity (tendon vs. bone) obtained from the original GLM and from the second (flipped) GLM, respectively. In the second-level group analysis, we performed a paired *t*-test using these images obtained from all participants. This was done for each (CH, ADO, AD) group. This analysis allowed us to perform voxel-wise comparisons between the original and flipped images in the MNI space. This in turn enabled us to perform a direct comparison between left and right hemisphere activation patterns in a more anatomically precise manner ([@bhx223C46]).

We also generated a voxel-cluster image using the uncorrected voxel-wise threshold of *P* \< 0.005 in each group. For statistical inference, we used the FWE-corrected cluster-wise threshold of *P* \< 0.05 for the entire brain space. We used the image of illusion-related activity obtained from the original image (uncorrected voxel-wise threshold of *P* \< 0.05) as an inclusive mask. Using this mask image, we identified lateralized activation within brain regions in which activity increased during the tendon-vibration (illusion) by eliminating the possibility that the lateralized activation was merely caused by deactivation in the corresponding brain region in the opposite hemisphere.

We found right-side dominant activity in area 44 in adults and adolescents, although this activity did not reach the significance level in the entire brain space. However, in our series of proprioceptive illusion studies in adults, we have consistently reported right area 44 activity during illusion ([@bhx223C56], [@bhx223C54]) and its right-side dominance ([@bhx223C2]; [@bhx223C46]). Thus, right-side dominant area 44 activity during illusion was highly expected and biologically plausible in the present study. Then, we used small volume correction when we identified the significance of the spatial extent of the right-side dominant area 44 activity using a ROI. The ROI was defined by the cytoarchitectonic area 44 map of the right hemisphere, which is available in the SPM anatomy toolbox v1.8 ([@bhx223C20]). We used the FWE-corrected cluster-wise threshold of *P* \< 0.05 in the ROI (small volume correction).

Comparisons Between Groups {#bhx223s2g}
--------------------------

When evaluating hemispheric dominance, we found adult-like right-side dominant activity in the IPL in adolescents, but not in children (Fig. [2](#bhx223F2){ref-type="fig"}*A*). In order to further investigate whether the emergence of right-side dominant IPL activity in the adolescents was due to augmentation of right-side activity or suppression (or the absence of substantial recruitment) of left-side activity when compared to the children, we performed comparisons between the groups. We first compared illusion-related activity in children (CH) with that in adolescents (ADO) to determine whether there is greater left IPL activity in children (CH vs. ADO). Here, we used the image of illusion-related activity obtained from the children (uncorrected voxel-wise threshold of *P* \< 0.05) as an inclusive mask. We also performed the opposite comparison (ADO vs. CH) to determine whether there was greater right IPL activity in adolescents using an inclusive mask image of the adolescents' illusion-related activity (uncorrected voxel-wise threshold of *P* \< 0.05). We also compared CH versus AD and AD versus CH. In these analyses, we first generated a voxel-cluster image using the uncorrected voxel-wise threshold of *P* \< 0.005 for each contrast. Then, we used the FWE-corrected cluster-wise threshold of *P* \< 0.05 in the entire brain space.

![Brain regions with right-hemispheric-dominant activity during the proprioceptive illusion of right-hand flexion (results from flip analysis, *A*) and brain regions with illusion-related activity in each group (*B*). In each panel, brain activation patterns are rendered onto the MNI standard brain. Blue sections in Panel *B* indicate brain regions that are likely connected by the SLF III (50% probability map) in the adult brains (cf. [@bhx223C59]; [@bhx223C46]). The right inferior frontoparietal activations are located in these brain regions. CH, child group; ADO, adolescent group; AD, adult group; y.o., years old.](bhx223f02){#bhx223F2}

Correlation Analysis {#bhx223s2h}
--------------------

We examined the manner in which adult-like right-dominant IPL activity emerges during development course from childhood to adolescence by performing a correlation analysis. Using age (months) as a covariate, we examined brain regions in which illusion-related activity was correlated with age in the 40 children and adolescents. We tested both negative and positive correlations. For each analysis, we generated a cluster image of voxels wherein activity was correlated with age using the uncorrected voxel-wise threshold of *P* \< 0.005. For statistical inference, we used the FWE-corrected cluster-wise threshold of *P* \< 0.05 in the entire brain space.

Results {#bhx223s3}
=======

Behavioral Results {#bhx223s3a}
------------------

After the experimental run wherein we asked the participants regarding their illusory experiences, all of the participants reported that they experienced vivid movement sensations of right-hand flexion when we vibrated the tendon of the wrist extensor muscle (during the tendon-vibration). Some participants in each group also reported that they felt weak movement sensations of the right hand toward a range of directions (supination, pronation, and their combinations) even during the bone-vibration (baseline) periods. However, when we asked them specifically about these sensations, they reported that the sensations were distinguishable from the movement sensations of right-hand flexion during the tendon-vibration. During the scan, we visually checked that the hand was not actually moving during the tendon-vibration. It is thus fair to say that the participants experienced substantial illusory flexion of the right stationary hand. Surprisingly, some of the participants reported that they experienced an illusory flexion angle beyond the natural endpoint of wrist flexion during the tendon-vibration. This finding indicates that our body is represented as flexible in our brain and that an illusory experience may sometimes evoke a physically impossible limb position.

The reported mean maximum illusory flexion angle was 82.0° in children (ranging from 20° to 200°), 75.8° in adolescents (ranging from 25° to 170°), and 69.0° in young adults (ranging from 25° to 165°) (Fig. [1](#bhx223F1){ref-type="fig"}*B*). The ANOVA revealed no differences between the age groups \[*F*~2,57~ = 0.48\]. This finding is in line with the report that adult-like vibration frequency-dependent illusory experience emerges between 7 and 9 years of age ([@bhx223C62]), although kinesthetic acuity continuously develops throughout adolescence ([@bhx223C74]; [@bhx223C26]; [@bhx223C37]; [@bhx223C42]).

Lateralized Illusion-related Activity {#bhx223s3b}
-------------------------------------

In the young adults, when we examined the lateralized illusion-related activity in the whole brain using voxel-wise comparisons between the 2 hemispheres, we found right-side dominant activity in the IPL (activation peaks in cytoarchitectonic areas PFt and hIP1, and the supramarginal gyrus; Fig. [2](#bhx223F2){ref-type="fig"}*A* and Table [1](#bhx223TB1){ref-type="table"}). This activity was present even when the participants experienced the illusion in the right hand. We also found right-side dominant activity (53 voxels) in the inferior frontal gyrus (peak in area 44), which became significant after the small volume correction (see Materials and Methods). In addition to the right-lateralized cerebral activity, we also found lateralized activities in the cerebrocerebellar motor network (Fig. [3](#bhx223F3){ref-type="fig"} and Table [1](#bhx223TB1){ref-type="table"}). Specifically, we found left-dominant activity in the hand section of the primary sensorimotor cortices (SM1: peaks in areas 4a, 3a, 4p, and 3b; Fig. [3](#bhx223F3){ref-type="fig"}*A*) and right-dominant activity in the hand section of the cerebellar hemisphere (peaks in lobules VI and V, Fig. [3](#bhx223F3){ref-type="fig"}*B*, [@bhx223C29]) and in the cerebellar vermis and paravermis (peaks in lobules VI and V, Table [1](#bhx223TB1){ref-type="table"}). Table 1Lateralized activity during illusion in each groupChildrenAdolescencesAdults*xyzT*SizeArea*xyzT*SizeArea*xyzT*SizeAreaRight inferior frontoparietal network Inferior frontal cluster508223.6959\*Area 445412243.9653**\***Area 44 Inferior parietal cluster58−26327.51725Area PF54−24384.85434Area PFt58−28445.89Area PFt62−24464.61Supramarginal gyrus40−38444.66Area hIP248−38463.69IPL50−34504.63Area PFt40−48443.56Area hIP126−46484.59Area 7PC54−42563.46IPLMotor network Left primary motor cluster−32−24547.84569Area 4p−30−24545.65332Area 4p−34−26627.07710Area 4a−30−40642.93Area 1−28−18724.59Area 6−36−24465.09Area 3a−30−30683.31Area 4a−24−26544.15Area 4p−30−36643.87Area 3b−24−26743.84Postcentral gyrus Right-cerebellar cluster30−44−324.32341Lobule VI20−48−265.42290Lobule VI22−48−266.47708Lobule VI10−52−205.40Lobule V4−66−225.96Lobule VI (vermis)32−46−303.26Lobule VI12−48−185.77Lobule V28−42−325.02Lobule VI6−58−124.38Lobule V (paravermis)6−70−123.32Lobule VI (paravermis)Other regions−50−40185.10690STG−28−6−25.01Putamen−32−2644.67Insula (lg1)−40−14124.67Area OP3−28−12104.66Putamen[^1]

![Lateralized activity in the left primary motor cortex (*A*) and in the right-cerebellar hemisphere (*B*) during illusion of the right hand. These activities were identified by flip analysis in each group. The activities are superimposed in horizontal sections of *z* = +58 (*A*) and *z* = −28 (*B*) in the MNI standard brain. CH, child group; ADO, adolescent group; AD, adult group; y.o., years old.](bhx223f03){#bhx223F3}

Highly similar patterns of lateralized activity were observed in adolescents (Fig. [2](#bhx223F2){ref-type="fig"}*A* and Table [1](#bhx223TB1){ref-type="table"}). We observed right-dominant activity in the IPL (activation peaks in cytoarchitectonic areas PF, PFt, hIP2, and 7PC; Table [1](#bhx223TB1){ref-type="table"}). We also found right-side dominant activity (59 voxels) in the inferior frontal gyrus (area 44), which became significant after the small volume correction. In the cerebrocerebellar motor network, we found left-dominant activity in the hand section of the primary motor cortex (M1; peaks in areas 4p, 4a, and 6; Fig. [3](#bhx223F3){ref-type="fig"}*A*) and right-dominant activity in the hand section of the cerebellar hemisphere (peaks in lobules VI and V, Fig. [3](#bhx223F3){ref-type="fig"}*B*).

In contrast, we found no right-dominant activity in the cerebral cortex in children (Fig. [2](#bhx223F2){ref-type="fig"}*A* and Table [1](#bhx223TB1){ref-type="table"}). However, we found adult-like lateralized activation in the cerebrocerebellar motor network. We found left-dominant activity in the hand section of SM1 (peaks in areas 4p and 1, Fig. [3](#bhx223F3){ref-type="fig"}*A*) and right-dominant activity in the hand section of the cerebellar hemisphere (1 peak in lobule VI, Fig. [3](#bhx223F3){ref-type="fig"}*B*).

We thus found conspicuous right-side dominant illusion-related activity in the IPL in the adult brain. The adult-like right-dominant recruitment of the IPL was present in adolescents, but was absent in the children, although the adult-like lateralized activation patterns in the left-M1-right-cerebellar motor network were already observable in the children.

Changes in right-lateralized IPL activity in the 3 groups were consistent with our observations when we assessed the illusion-related (tendon \> bone) activity in each group (Fig. [2](#bhx223F2){ref-type="fig"}*B*). In all groups, the illusion-related activity was observed in the right inferior frontoparietal cortices, which are likely connected by the inferior branch of the superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF III). However, in adults and adolescents, the inferior frontoparietal activity was dominant in the right hemisphere while the left cortical regions (except for the anterior insula) were silent. In contrast, illusion-related inferior frontoparietal activity was observed bilaterally in children (Fig. [2](#bhx223F2){ref-type="fig"}*B*).

When analyzing lateralized illusion-related activity in the children, we found a cluster of left-dominant activity (peaks in the superior temporal cortex, putamen, posterior insula, and area OP3; Table [1](#bhx223TB1){ref-type="table"}). However, since these cortical regions were not substantially active during the illusion in the children, the left-lateralized activity was likely due to the combinatory effects of subthreshold increases in brain activity in these areas and decreases in brain activity in the same regions on the right side.

Comparisons Among Groups and Correlations {#bhx223s3c}
-----------------------------------------

We examined whether the right-side dominant IPL activity observed in the adolescents and adults was due to augmentation of right-side activity or suppression (or the absence of substantial recruitment) of left-side activity when compared to children. When we directly compared the illusion-related activity observed in the children to that observed in the adolescents (CH vs. ADO), we found significantly greater activity in the inferior frontoparietal cortical regions of the left hemisphere in children (Fig. [4](#bhx223F4){ref-type="fig"}*A* and Table [2](#bhx223TB2){ref-type="table"}). These regions overlapped with the left-side regions whose corresponding regions on the right side had right-lateralized illusion-related activity in adolescents (Table [1](#bhx223TB1){ref-type="table"} and Fig. [2](#bhx223F2){ref-type="fig"}*A*). When we identified activity peaks in such overlapping regions on the left, we found a peak voxel in area PFt (MNI coordinates \[*x*, *y*, *z*\] = \[−54, −28, 34\]) for the left IPL cluster (Table [2](#bhx223TB2){ref-type="table"}). A similar peak voxel for the left inferior frontal cluster was identified in area 44 (peak coordinates = \[−48, 8, 16\]). Importantly, these regions on the left side corresponded well to those with illusion-related activity in the children (Fig. [2](#bhx223F2){ref-type="fig"}*B*). In contrast, when we made the opposite comparison (ADO vs. CH), we did not find significantly greater activity in the adolescents anywhere in the brain. This indicates that the right-side IPL activity was not augmented in the adolescents when compared to the children. Table 2Greater illusion-related left inferior frontoparietal activity in children when compared to adolescentsClusterSize*xyzT*Anatomical identificationLeft inferior parietal cluster953−54−28345.00Area PFt−62−24424.13Area PFt−52−26444.06Area 2Left inferior frontal cluster303−488163.52Area 44−5610263.28Area 44[^2]

![Comparisons among groups. (*A*) Greater left inferior frontoparietal activity in children (red and yellow sections) when comparing CH to ADO. Green and yellow sections indicate left-side regions whose corresponding right-side regions have right-lateralized illusion-related activity (Fig. [2](#bhx223F2){ref-type="fig"}*A* and Table [1](#bhx223TB1){ref-type="table"}). Yellow sections signify overlapped regions between the red and green regions. The activity peak in the left IPL cluster was located in area PFt (−54, −28, 34) and that in the left inferior frontal cluster was identified in area 44 (−48, 8, 16). (*B*) and (*C*): Illusion-related activity in bilateral areas 44 (*B*) and in bilateral areas PFt (*C*) in each group. In each panel, light gray bars indicate data obtained from the left-side cortex and dark gray bars indicate data obtained from the right-side cortex. In Panel *B*, we extracted parameter estimates from a sphere 4 mm in radius around the left area 44 peak (−48, 8, 16) and around the corresponding peak of the right hemisphere. In Panel *C*, the same was done for the left area PFt peak (−54, −28, 34) and for its corresponding right peak. In each case, the right peak was identified based on the flip analysis. This was performed for each participant, and the mean was calculated for the participants. Bars indicate the standard error of the mean. CH, child group; ADO, adolescent group; AD, adult group.](bhx223f04){#bhx223F4}

When we compared the illusion-related activity observed in children to that observed in adults (CH vs. AD), we found no significantly greater activity in the children. This indicated that substantial (drastic) changes in illusion-related activity in the left inferior frontoparietal regions occur from childhood to adolescence. When we made the opposite comparison (AD vs. CH), no significantly greater activity was observed in the right IPL. This again indicated that there was no augmentation of right IPL activity in adults. We however found significantly greater activity in the right-cerebellar paravermis (249 voxels, peak coordinates = \[10, −76, −14\]) in adults (not shown in figure). This region overlapped with the region displaying illusion-related activity in adults (Table [1](#bhx223TB1){ref-type="table"}). There was no significant difference between the ADO and AD groups.

When we checked the activity in areas PFt and 44 to verify the above-described results, the activity in these areas increased bilaterally during the illusion in children (Fig. [4](#bhx223F4){ref-type="fig"}*B*, *C*). In contrast, in adolescents and adults, we observed no substantial increases (or observed decreases) in left-side activity, while the intensity of right-side activity was approximately the same as that observed in the children. Importantly, the decrease in illusion-related activity (bone \> tendon) in adolescents was conspicuous in the left area PFt when compared to the left area 44 (Fig. [4](#bhx223F4){ref-type="fig"}*B*, *C*). One may assume that fMRI deactivation (negative BOLD) is associated with neuronal suppression ([@bhx223C67]; [@bhx223C65]). Our data thus suggest that the right-side dominant IPL activity observed in adolescents and adults during the illusion is likely not due to augmentation of right-side activity, but to the suppression or absence of substantial recruitment of left-side activity when compared to children.

Finally, when we performed a correlation analysis using age (months) as a covariate in the population of 40 children and adolescents, we found that the activity of the left IPL cluster (759 voxels) decreased with age (Fig. [5](#bhx223F5){ref-type="fig"}). This was the only region in the entire brain where we made this observation. No such correlation was observed in area 44. This suggests that there were more notable developmental changes in the IPL. The left IPL corresponded well to the region whose counterpart on the right had right-lateralized illusion-related activity in adolescents (Fig. [2](#bhx223F2){ref-type="fig"}*A*). We found the voxel with the strongest negative correlation (*T*-value = 4.69) in the left area PFt (−54, −28, 32). This voxel was adjacent to the peak voxel identified in the above CH versus ADO comparison. Finally, we found no regions wherein activity was increased with age. The right-side dominant IPL (area PFt) activity during the illusion thus appeared to emerge in adolescents most likely due to the gradual age-dependent suppression of left IPL activity from childhood to adolescence.

![(*A*) Left IPL region (red and yellow sections), where activity was negatively correlated with age (months) in the 40 children and adolescents. Green and yellow sections indicate the left IPL regions whose corresponding right regions had right-lateralized illusion-related activity (Fig. [2](#bhx223F2){ref-type="fig"}*A*). Yellow sections indicate the overlapped regions between the red and the green regions. The voxel with the strongest negative correlation was located in left area PFt (−54, −28, 32). This voxel was adjacent to the peak voxel identified in the above CH vs. ADO comparison (Fig. [4](#bhx223F4){ref-type="fig"}). (*B*) Negative correlation (*r* = −0.59) between age (months, horizontal axis) and mean activity (parameter estimates) in a sphere 4 mm in radius around the voxel (−54, −28, 32). Each dot represents data obtained from each participant and the dashed line indicates a regression line. a.u., arbitrary units.](bhx223f05){#bhx223F5}

Discussion {#bhx223s4}
==========

We demonstrated that the adult-like right-side dominant use of the IPL during proprioceptive illusion of the right hand emerges in adolescents. The children recruited the IPL bilaterally, even though they experienced the same degree of illusion. This is in clear contrast with the finding that the adult-like lateralized activation patterns in the left-M1-right-cerebellar motor network during the illusion were already observable in the children. We further showed that the right-side dominant IPL activity in the adolescents and adults is most likely associated with the suppression of left-side activity or the absence of its recruitment when compared to the children. In adolescents, right-side dominant IPL (area PFt) activity during the illusion was most likely due to the gradual age-dependent suppression of left IPL activity from childhood to adolescence. Our results thus provide novel evidence that neuronal processing in the adult right IPL during proprioceptive illusion is first mediated by the bilateral IPL during childhood and then becomes right-lateralized in association with suppression of left-side activity during adolescence. This is the first study to reveal when and how the human brain develops the right-dominant use of the IPL during proprioceptive (kinesthetic) illusion.

General {#bhx223s4a}
-------

The illusion-related activity (tendon \> bone) in adults (including bilateral insular activity, Fig. [2](#bhx223F2){ref-type="fig"}*B*) had a highly similar pattern to those consistently shown in our series of studies ([@bhx223C52]). The right-side dominant inferior frontoparietal activity in the adults (Fig. [2](#bhx223F2){ref-type="fig"}*A*) also replicated previous findings ([@bhx223C56], [@bhx223C54]; [@bhx223C30]; [@bhx223C2]). These lines of evidences seem to indicate the reliability of the present results.

Interestingly, our results are not perfectly consistent with those reported in previous studies (bilateral IPL activation; [@bhx223C15]; [@bhx223C23]), even though we used the same statistical threshold. One major reason for this discrepancy may be the use of different control conditions. We used vibration of the bone just beside the tendon at the same frequency as a control. We thus identified the illusion-related activity by eliminating the effects of cutaneous afferent inputs from the skin around the vibrated wrist by contrasting the tendon-vibration with the bone-vibration. On the other hand, in the previous studies, 30-Hz vibration was used as a control when identifying illusion-related activity using 100-Hz tendon-vibration. In this condition, one cannot eliminate the effects of cutaneous afferent inputs, as the most sensitive receptors for the 30-Hz vibration are the Meissner corpuscles, while those sensitive to the 100-Hz vibration are the Pacinian corpuscles ([@bhx223C47]). Indeed, we have reported a bilateral pattern of IPL activity as the main effect of skin vibration ([@bhx223C50]; [@bhx223C54]). Therefore, the contrast image of 100-Hz tendon-vibration versus 30-Hz tendon-vibration still includes brain activities associated with cutaneous afferent processing derived from Pacinian receptors, as opposed to Meissner receptors.

In contrast to the fact that the adult-like right-hemispheric dominant use emerged in the adolescents (Fig. [2](#bhx223F2){ref-type="fig"}*A*), the adult-like lateralized activation patterns in the motor (left-M1-right-cerebellar) network were already observable in the children (Fig. [3](#bhx223F3){ref-type="fig"}). As we have carefully discussed in our series of studies, the cerebrocerebellar motor network most likely involves the kinesthetic processing of muscle spindle afferent inputs during the illusion of the right hand ([@bhx223C52]). Thus, our findings indicate that the right-side dominant use of the inferior frontoparietal cortical regions during proprioceptive (kinesthetic) illusion develops later than the lateralized use of the motor system for kinesthetic processing. This is consistent with the general notion that cortical motor and sensory areas mature first and higher-order association areas mature later ([@bhx223C27]; [@bhx223C10]).

The greater illusion-related activity in the right-cerebellar vermal section in adults was a new finding. The children did not substantially use this section during the illusion (Table [1](#bhx223TB1){ref-type="table"}). This region is considered a part of the spinocerebellum, which receives somatosensory (proprioceptive and cutaneous) afferent inputs ([@bhx223C9]). We have in fact reported illusion-related spinocerebellar activity in our series of adult studies ([@bhx223C52]). The spinocerebellum is normally considered a phylogenetically (and ontogenetically) older region, even within the cerebellum ([@bhx223C73]). However, our recent anatomical and functional studies have shown that the spinocerebellar afferent tract and the use of the vermis for motor function are not yet fully mature in 8--11-year-old children when compared to 18--23-year-old adults ([@bhx223C1]; [@bhx223C53]). Thus, the present results seem consistent with the observation of immaturity in the use of the cerebellar vermis during childhood, which might be related to lower proprioceptive acuity in children ([@bhx223C42]).

Inferior Parietal Lobule {#bhx223s4b}
------------------------

Among the inferior frontoparietal cortical regions, we observed the most notable developmental changes in the IPL (area PFt). It is unlikely that the observed right IPL activity is merely associated with attention, as this region is not a main locus of goal-directed and/or stimulus-driven attention ([@bhx223C18]; [@bhx223C17]). In addition, attentional factors implicated in the monitoring of movement sensations were equally required during both the tendon-vibration and bone-vibration in the present study (see Materials and Methods). We may assume that the present right IPL activity is associated with higher-order proprioceptive processing, which may generate the somatic sensation (kinesthetic illusion) of right-hand movement, as suggested in previous studies ([@bhx223C19]; [@bhx223C16]; [@bhx223C2]), though further studies are still required to verify this claim. The present findings suggest that similar processing in the adult right IPL is likely mediated bilaterally during childhood and then becomes right-lateralized during adolescence (Fig. [2](#bhx223F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Another important finding of our study was that the emergence of right-dominant illusion-related IPL activity during adolescence (12--15 years) is likely not due to augmentation of right-side activity, but was in fact to age-dependent suppression of left-side activity from childhood to adolescence (Figs [4](#bhx223F4){ref-type="fig"}*C* and [5](#bhx223F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*). These findings were further corroborated by the observation that the left IPL was one of the brain regions that showed significant illusion-related deactivation (bone \> tendon) in the adolescents (deactivation peak in area PFt: −60, −18, 28). No such deactivation was observed in the adults (see [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Our results thus seem to support the uniqueness of adolescence during the development of the human central nervous system (cf. [@bhx223C10]; [@bhx223C8]; [@bhx223C44]), and provide new evidence that right-hemispheric functional lateralization for higher-order proprioceptive processing conspicuously progresses during adolescence.

We speculate that the suppression of left-side IPL activity during adolescence (Figs [4](#bhx223F4){ref-type="fig"}*C* and [5](#bhx223F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*) reflects the brain\'s strategy to affirmatively promote a shift from bilateral use of the IPL during childhood to its right-dominant use during adulthood. By doing so, the brain can promote functional segregation between the right and left IPL.

It might be worth discussing some potential functions of the left IPL in humans. One of the well-known functions of the adult left IPL is the association between kinesthetic-motor internal representations and representations of external objects and tools. This enables us to pantomime and actually use objects and tools, as several human lesion (apraxia) and neuroimaging studies have suggested ([@bhx223C57]). Consistent with these findings, we have shown that the left IPL is predominantly activated when adult blindfolded participants experience the kinesthetic illusion of a hand exclusively when the hand touches an external object, irrespective of the side of stimulation ([@bhx223C49]). Thus, the association between internal and external representations may be one function of the left IPL in the adult brain.

In the present study, among several cytoarchitectonic sub-areas in the human IPL ([@bhx223C11], [@bhx223C12]), right-hemispheric dominance during the illusion seems to be particularly promoted in area PFt (rostral area of IPL) during adolescence (Figs [4](#bhx223F4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#bhx223F5){ref-type="fig"}). An activation peak in area PFt is also reported in the illusion-related right IPL activity identified in our previous adult study ([@bhx223C2]). In addition to putative higher-order proprioceptive functions, area PFt seems to be an important brain structure for action observation and imitation function, as it is shown to be the most consistently activated brain region in 139 neuroimaging studies of action observation and imitation ([@bhx223C13]). Importantly, area PFt in the left (but not right) hemisphere of the adult brain is a human-specific brain region active during observation of actions with tools ([@bhx223C60]). More importantly, the left PFt region (−60, −21, 31) was highly similar to the regions wherein we observed the suppression of illusion-related activity during adolescence (Figs [4](#bhx223F4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#bhx223F5){ref-type="fig"}). Since the action observation brain network also seems to change from a bilateral network during childhood to a left-lateralized network during adulthood ([@bhx223C7]), it might be the case that the function of observation (and imitation) of actions with tools is predominantly implemented in the left PFt region during human development.

In the experiment wherein we scanned brain activity while the same participants performed continuous alternating flexion-extension movements of the right wrist at 1 Hz (see [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), we found that the similar region in the left (contralateral to the hand) rostral IPL (areas 2 and PFt) had significant movement-related activity in adults and adolescents, but not in the children ([Supplementary Fig. 1*A*](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The movement-related activity gradually increased from childhood to adulthood, although this activity was not left-side dominant in any group ([Supplementary Fig. 1*B*](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results at least provide evidence that the left rostral IPL (area PFt) gradually strengthens its involvement in sensory-motor control of right-hand movement from childhood to adulthood, which made a clear contrast to the finding that the left area PFt weakens its involvement in genuine proprioceptive processing during the illusion after adolescence (Fig. [4](#bhx223F4){ref-type="fig"}*C*).

As described in the introduction, the right IPL seems to be a particularly important node that has access to the brain network associated with proprioceptive/motor awareness of limb movement. In the adult brain, the right inferior frontoparietal cortical regions active during the illusion are likely connected by the SLF III (Fig. [2](#bhx223F2){ref-type="fig"}). The human right SLF III has greater volume than the left SLF III ([@bhx223C72]). This anatomical feature appears to be specific to humans ([@bhx223C31]). The greater tract volume is suitable for the speedy processing of massive amounts of complex information derived from our body. Thus, we assume that the high-capacity information processing of the right SLF III may underlie right-hemispheric dominance during proprioceptive illusion. It might thus be possible that the shift from bilateral to right-lateralized use of the inferior frontoparietal cortical regions during proprioceptive illusion is associated with such a structural maturation of the SLF III (cf. [@bhx223C25]; [@bhx223C3]; [@bhx223C41], [@bhx223C40]; [@bhx223C39]; [@bhx223C61]).

Development of Hemispheric Asymmetry {#bhx223s4c}
------------------------------------

Left-hemispheric dominance is already observable at 5 years of age, particularly with respect to the language production function (verb generation task; [@bhx223C71]; [@bhx223C35]). However, in the present study, right-hemispheric dominance in the proprioceptive illusion task emerged during adolescence (12--15 years). The right-hemispheric dominance seems also to become apparent at similar ages for the visual search function ([@bhx223C22]) and for self-face recognition ([@bhx223C45]). Thus, the right-hemispheric lateralization of certain functions appears to develop during adolescence. This is substantially later than the left-hemispheric lateralization of language (production) function, which is already acquired during early childhood.

This time lag in development may allow the human brain to preserve the right "non-dominant" hemisphere as a spare for the left "dominant" hemisphere to subserve the function of the left hemisphere in its malfunction. Indeed, studies in pediatric patients with epilepsy (8--18 years old) that left-dominant activation patterns normally observed when right-handed healthy controls perform a language production (verb generation) task are shifted towards bilateral or right-dominant patterns ([@bhx223C77]). In addition, lateralization of language function can be shifted from the left hemisphere (at 6.8 years of age) to the right hemisphere (at 10.5 years of age) after left hemispherotomy at 9 years of age ([@bhx223C32]). These clinical findings suggest that the brain has an innate bilateral functional network, which allows it to reorganize a pre-existing bilateral network in cases of hemispheric malfunction.

A developmental shift from more bilateral use of the cerebral cortex during childhood to its lateralized use during adulthood has been reported in the intact brain (e.g., visuospatial function: [@bhx223C22]; and action observation: [@bhx223C7]). The present study generally supported these findings by demonstrating a shift from more bilateral use of the IPL during childhood to right-lateralized use of this structure during adolescence and adulthood in response to proprioceptive illusion accompanied by bodily awareness.

Supplementary Material
======================

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

Supplementary Material {#bhx223s5}
======================

[Supplementary data are available at *Cerebral Cortex* online.](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}
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[^1]: Note: Uncorrected height threshold, *P* \< 0.005; extent threshold, *P* \< 0.05, FWE-corrected. Size = number of active voxels. For anatomical identification of peaks, we only considered cytoarchitectonic areas available in the anatomy toolbox that had probabilities greater than 30%. The cytoarchitectonic area with the highest probability was reported for each peak. When cytoarchitectonic areas with probabilities higher than 30% were not available to determine a peak, we simply provided the anatomical location of the peak. In each cluster, we reported peaks that were more than 10 mm apart from each other in order of increasing *T*-value. **\***Uncorrected height threshold, *P* \< 0.005; extent threshold, *P* \< 0.05, FWE-corrected in the ROI of area 44 in the right hemisphere (see text). STG, superior temporal gyrus.

[^2]: See footnote in Table [1](#bhx223TB1){ref-type="table"}. Activity peaks are reported based on inferior frontoparietal activities overlapping with the left-side regions whose corresponding right-side regions have right-lateralized illusion-related activity in adolescents (see yellow sections in Fig. [4](#bhx223F4){ref-type="fig"}).
